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Laclau and Mouffe Discourse Theory Laclau and Mouffe - Post-Marxism | Philosophy Instrumentals Ep.13
Inaugural Ernesto Laclau Lecture by Chantal Mouffe E010: Discourse Theory Conversations Between
Sociologists: The Discourse of Neoliberalism as a Form of Power Discourse Analysis Theory \u0026 Method
REPORT DISCOURSE THEORY 7 Theories of Intertextuality You Must Understand Logics of Critical Explanation
Keynote and Plenary Session 3 | Laclau and Mouffe: or, How we learned to hate class and love Derrida
Introduction to Discourse Analysis Slavoj Zizek on vegetarians Slavoj Zizek — Why I am against left-wing populism
Slavoj Žižek on toilets and ideology Slavoj Zizek, Judith Butler \u0026 Larry Rickels. Psychoanalysis.
According to Ammon, “using taxpayer funds to promote ideas such as ‘one race is inherently superior to another race or sex’ … only exacerbates our differences.” But critics of these efforts warn that ...

The GOP’s ‘Critical Race Theory’ Obsession
Then she heard the news: her father had been arrested for invading the Capitol on Jan. 6. “He felt that he was doing what the President asked him to,” Sweet, who works at a long-term care facility in ...
In The Wake Of Jan. 6, Families Are Searching For Ways To Deradicalize Their Relatives
Our everyday lives are increasingly being lived through electronic media, which are changing our interactions and our communications in ways that we are only ...

Discourse 2.0: Language and New Media
Political theorist Matt Shafer discussed the relationship between speech and violence in recent years at a virtual event on Tuesday.

Postdoctoral fellow discusses how rise of social media complicates free speech debates
Neo-Marxists and the socialist left are trying to use critical race theory to indoctrinate our children into supporting antifa, all while woke corporations assault our free speech and cancel patriotic ...

Why 'woke' and 'critical race theory' are the GOP's new favorite words
The last two weeks witnessed a jumpy political discourse all over the media ... the thematic concern of this paper is to subject the new found theory of executocracy to an unbiased scrutiny in ...

Separation of powers, Sam Jonah's theory of 'executocracy'
An alternative explanation of recent findings of declining sperm counts: normal, non-pathological variation. A new study from the Harvard GenderSci Lab in the journal Human Fertility, "The Future of S ...

Extinction of the Human Species? Harvard Researchers Say Not to Panic Over Declining Sperm Counts
It's called Dunbar's number: an influential and oft-repeated theory suggesting the average person can only maintain about 150 stable social relationships with other people. Proposed by British ...

Human Brain Limit of '150 Friends' Doesn't Check Out, New Study Claims
Labeling the TNPB-OPM a terrorist organization will only complicate the resolution of Papua’s long standing low-intensity conflict, Conflict resolution in Papua has been neglected and undermined in ...

Conflict Resolution in Papua and the Label of Terrorism
We, as a nation, must not address the legacy of institutional racism by institutionalizing a new form of racism in our schools.
Ban Critical Race Theory Now | Opinion
In an online event, the architecture professor outlines her path, which GSAPP Dean Amale Andraos calls a "radical design project."

Mabel O. Wilson Reflects On 30 Years of Breaking Boundaries
In response, scholars in Jewish Studies have articulated how this discourse relies on and sustains ... draws from models developed in critical theory, queer theory, trans theory, feminist science ...

What’s the Matter With Jewish Studies? Sexism, Harassment, and Neoliberalism For Starters
Turning a blind eye to the realities of racial injustice, the highly orchestrated right-wing attacks cast a body of scholarship about race in the law as a great threat to American society.

The War on Critical Race Theory
His new book is "The God Equation: The Quest for a Theory of Everything ... has been built into our biggest companies, our social discourse, and our daily lives, with few of us even noticing.

Dr. Michio Kaku's New Book "The God Equation"
The report also highlighted "new phenomena developed on the internet ... "Prejudice, superstition, primordial emotions, and bizarre theories surfaced on the scene, and manifestations of ..."

Coronavirus Pandemic Brought ‘Vicious and Outrageous’ Antisemitic Discourse to the Fore in 2020, New Tel Aviv University Report Concludes
When this session began in January, I challenged every elected official in Iowa — regardless of party — to call out the lies and conspiracy theories so pervasive in our political discourse today.

Opinion: Democrats are ready to work when GOP ditches the misinformation playbook
"This is not legitimate political discourse ... theory?’ No, no, no. This is a voting rights question. I have less political power because they are importing a brand new electorate.

The Anti-Defamation League Wants Tucker Carlson Fired for His Comments about Replacement Theory
The racial division that we see today is not a new phenomenon; it is centuries-old ... especially in the midst of controversy regarding the teaching of Critical Race Theory in our schools. So what did ...

Mock N’ Rob’s Facebook Page Looked A Little Like This Over The Weekend
Fifty years from its initial set-up by the Club of Rome, this wake-up call revealing the entanglement of economics, old and new technology and the environment has turned into a global movement.